
 
 
 

                         The Desert of Envy (2004) 
 
Old country songs are governed by their own breed of physics.   These songs 

create the persona of the singer on a plane of abandonment and dusty loneliness, the 
first songs to become infectious stand-ins for the performer, and institute an authentic, 
marketable commodity out of the myths of the martyrdom of the pop star. Country songs 
are the foundation from which pop, rock, soul and the like were raised and they are the 
epitome of the love song, the confessional -- the conversion of individual hurt into 
communal grief.  They are the walking the floor, the pacing neurotic, the misunderstood,  
the better-off alone, the pathetic pining, the three-minute sigh.   “Well-built out of the 
heart’s lumber,” Dave Hickey put it, and it is in the singer’s surrender that the audience 
finds acceptance, self-help, autonomy, relief.  On the bridge of near-sacrifice, the singer 
looks back while the audience looks forward, together consuming the myth they’ve 
made, overlapping all hints of reality. 
 Hank Williams once described a kid he’d met at one of his concerts as “havin’ a 
yearnin’ look,”  as if “he’s goin’  through life sideways… like seein’  what he’s maybe 
leavin’ behind.”  Hank might as well have been describing himself, for he was in a sense 
going through life at a projectile’s pace, only stopping occasionally to look back and 
record his truest longings for where things went wrong, while his audience was looking 
at what they thought was exactly ‘right.’   In such dynamics, audiences find the 
authenticity they crave, and they perpetuate a myth which they can’t find within 
themselves, while the singer (usually an idealist) begins to subscribe to his own myth, 
alienated and pushing towards entropy. 
 Such entropy is a condition in which energy is lost faster than it is achieved.  If 
that, as a metaphor, is carried over to the potential for career failure, even social failure, 
then it might be seen why, when entropy boils up too high forces certain people to 
unravel, explode, die. 



 But like the structure of country songs, there is a need to balance, as Johnny 
Cash says, “all things either good or ungood,” or as Rumi wrote, “you must have shadow 
and light source both,” meaning perhaps that the poison is the antidote, that there is an 
inclination to bend the parameters of morality, to fuck up, but to come back again, to 
seek out redemption, to make amends only to stray again. The cycle becomes the 
catalyst for the creative act, in which inspiration derives from a compulsive repeat of 
authentic experience. On such illusionist plateaus it is easy to be more in love with the 
concept of love, to have heartache for heartbreak, to always want what is out of reach.  
There is superstition in the collective romance of myth and unreality that replaces 
potential with yearning. 
  
 
 
 
  


